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QUESTION: 1
A generic relationship is used between pairs of tables with differing _____.

A. base names
B. column names
C. attributes
D. creator IDs

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Which of the following facilities is used to create database objects at a destination without
loading data?

A. Insert
B. Load
C. Create
D. Restore

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
What is NOT a function of the Compare component?

A. transform test data to protect privacy
B. compare archived data with current data to evaluate changes
C. identify differences between the contents of two tables
D. analyze differences in data before and after execution of an application

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Which method is NOT a suggested way to examine data in an archive file?
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A. Use Optim Browse to examine the archive file contents.
B. Write a custom program using OPTIM's Archive API.
C. Use Optim Open Data Manager (ODM)
D. Use the ISPF Browse facility to examine the contents of the archive file.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
When including Legacy data in Optim processes, which of the following is FALSE?

A. Legacy Tables are supported not only for the Move Process but also for the Archive
Process.
B. A Legacy Table's structure is specified by identifying a "copybook" or building the
equivalent from scratch.
C. "Legacy Tables" includes support for sequential datasets, VSAM, and IMS.
D. A Legacy Table must be associated to a Data Source.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
What statement is FALSE about Optim Data Growth solution?

A. Browse Utility can be used to browse archive files which are on disks or on tapes.
B. ACT command can be used in the select tables list to define actions to be executed during
an Archive or a Restore process at one or more predefined points.
C. Optim supports sparse or dense index for the archive files.
D. Selective restoration is available for Archive Files only.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
One can define the traversal path for selecting table data in ______.
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